




















1. Start with an equal sign or fx.
2. Enter function name.
3. Enter arguments in parentheses.
Finding a Function
Enter Value Arguments
Basic Order of Operations
Left to right
parentheses () > percentage (%) > 
exponent (^) > multiplication (*) > division 
(/) > addition (+) > subtraction
=((-15+17)/8)*4-((17-15)/8*4)
Percent
Percent of a total amount
=(A2/B2)*100
or =A2/B2 and designate column as percent
Difference between 2 numbers
=(B2-A2)/ABS(A2)
Increase/Decrease by a percent
=(A2*(1+25%)
Central Tendency
Mode:  Most frequently observed value.
=MODE(A2:A21)
Median: Midpoint in a distribution of values.
=MEDIAN(A2:A21)
Mean: Average of a set of values
=AVERAGE(A2:A21)
Variability
Variance: Measure of variation.
=VAR(A2:A21)




• Correlation:  Measures degree of 
association (linear regression)
• Reminders:
– Interval or ratio level
– Linear regression




• Chi Square (x2): measures pattern of observed 
results in a contingency table (nonparametric)
• Assumptions
– Random or probability based sampling
– Capable of being presented as categories
– Categories are mutually exclusive and independent
– Mid-range sample size




• t-Test: measures difference in sample 
means (parametric)
• Reminders:
– Interval or ratio level
– Normally distributed









• Analysis Documentation  & 
Record Keeping
Additional Resources
ANCOVA, Linear Regression
http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html
Interactive Statistical Calculation
http://statpages.org/

